
It Starts Here.
Welcome to Marco Island, and the 2023 IAB Annual Leadership
Meeting.

The very first thing I want to say is thank you.

Thank you for making the time to be here and be present.  We
made a conscious decision to not livestream this event - some
things need to be experienced in person.  We think ALM is one of
those things.

Also, thank you for traveling — some of you have come a very long
way — to be with us all.

Your presence here is a reminder that this has never just been a
business of data and technology, but rather of human beings with
passions and dreams, vision and commitment.  We are friends and
colleagues first.

IAB’s premise has always been different. Our first principle, from
the IAB’s founding in 1996, was that the digital future would be
brighter, bigger, and better if we invent it together. Over time, we
have enlarged our tent to bring in all perspectives.  It’s never buyer
vs. seller, us vs. them - it’s all of us working together.  To grow the
digital economy.

This IAB Annual Leadership Meeting is part of IAB’s commitment to
continue to bring the entire digital ecosystem together to invent a
better future. Publishers, platforms, brands, and ad agencies;
private equity and venture capital; martech and ad tech - we want
you all inside this tent. 

Because…it starts here.



There are people in this room, myself included, who began their
careers when television meant broadcast, and three networks
commanded 80% of all viewership in prime-time. Multimillion-dollar
ad buys were made, placed, and guaranteed with a single phone
call, based on ratings projected from boxes attached to TV sets in a
few hundred homes. 

Everything changed in 1994.  One can really go so far as to
say…“It Started There”.  Literally.

Almost 30 years ago, an AT&T ad on HotWired.com — the first
internet ad in history — had a 44% click-through rate.

Not 4.4%, or point-four-four percent. Nearly HALF the human
beings who saw the ad clicked on it.

Bots hadn’t been invented yet, and fraud barely existed. There was
one acronym for video — TV — instead of today’s alphabet soup.
Regulations were few, and compliance was easy. 

It was a simpler time. People’s big question was “what is Internet,
anyway?” and not “how can we make it more complicated, or
destroy it altogether.”

Let’s take a look…[SHOW What is Internet, anyway? clip]

I’m going to talk about three big things this year, and if you
remember nothing else I want these to be your major takeaways. 

Takeaway 1: Extremists are winning the battle for hearts and
minds in Washington D.C. and beyond.  We cannot let that
happen.  These extremists are political opportunists who’ve made it
their mission to cripple the advertising industry and eliminate it from
the American economy and culture. 



The opportunists are on all sides of the political spectrum. 

One might think that personalized ads help advertisers offer
relevant products to interested consumers.  Or that the
ad-supported Internet delivers incredible information,
entertainment, commerce and connection opportunities for
consumers, society and the world…let alone the incredible
contribution to our economy and GDP growth.

If you ask Asad Ramzanali, former Legislative Assistant to
Democratic California Representative Anna Eshoo, and current
Chief of Staff for the White House Office of Science and Technology
Policy (OSTP) digital ads are “a means for misinformation and
inciteful speech to proliferate and hurt people.”

If you ask Republican Washington Representative Cathy McMorris
Rodgers, you’re part of “Big Tech’s control over speech” that limits
consumer choice and drives addiction”.

Washington D.C. leaders including Amy Klobuchar and Ted Cruz
will throw our industry under their campaign buses, if we let them.
And by “this industry,” I don’t just mean digital marketing, media and
advertising - I mean all media and entertainment, all advertising,
and all the consumer and B2B brands that depend on them. 

Setting the record straight starts here.

Takeaway 2: We must all be in this together.  If we can’t fix the
rotting at our core, we won’t survive. While there are no
shortage of extremists attacking our industry from the outside, there
are some attacking it from the inside out.  Most notably, Apple
exemplifies the cynicism and hypocrisy that underpins the
prevailing extremist view. 



Apple is fine with advertising, as long as they get to control it on
their terms — while destroying anyone else’s ability to profit from it.
They’ve done it before to other industries, and they’ll do it to us if
we let them. To Apple, using behavioral signals are perfectly fine if
those all happen within the Apple ecosystem, but unacceptable if
they happen elsewhere.  There is obviously a clear difference
between Apple’s “personalization” and other’s “tracking”.  We need
everybody at the table and everyone working together.

Growing the big tent and tackling industry hypocrisy starts here.

My final hopeful takeaway is this: Digital remains the greatest
opportunity for society and our role in it.   It is the great
equalizer, the great democratizer. We can’t let the cloud of
economic uncertainty blind us to the opportunity that digital affords. 
Main street can compete with Silicon Valley and even the giants
can get cut down to size.  There is room for all of us to grow with
innovation and healthy competition.  

Tech's incredible 20+ years of galloping growth, fueled by so much
easy money, has run into the Fed raising interest rates to fight
inflation. For the first time since the turn-of-the-millennium's dotcom
bust, there are at scale layoffs and folks are hunkering down for
uncertainty over the coming months. 

I’ve always been this industry’s biggest cheerleader, built on a
healthy dose of curiosity and some skepticism. I believe a wave of
Creative Destruction is heading our way and is a necessary
corrective. This will ultimately be positive for our industry. 

The industry still has room for innovation and competition. 

It’s time to accelerate change instead of fighting it.  And that
starts here.



So let’s take each of these one by one. We can start with The
Political extremists focused on making “Big Tech'' their sworn
enemy. 

Make no mistake: a great deal of the legislative and regulatory
actions being taken are aimed at our industry —   not just at big
tech.  The FTC, led by Chairwoman Lina Khan has claimed that
digital advertising business models are “premised on or incentivize
persistent tracking and surveillance”. 

As the CEO of IAB I have the opportunity to talk with all sides of the
ecosystem daily.  As I stand here, I think there may be some of you
in the audience today that are ok with “big tech” getting knocked
down a peg or two. I’m here to tell you, the legislators in
Washington are not thinking through the unintended consequences
of their actions.  In their haste to punish the biggest players, they
will decimate the free and open Internet that we all support.

One need not look much further than GDPR, which was designed
to reign in “Big Tech”.  It actually had the opposite effect - punishing
the small and mid-sized players.  Making compliance so difficult
that only the biggest companies could comply.  

I’m here to tell you that if the national data privacy law (ADPPA) that
made progress at the end of 2022 had passed, it would destroy our
industry.  Big Tech, Small Tech and everything in-between Tech. 
We cannot and must not allow that to happen.

The Supreme Court’s Citizens United decision that the government
can’t restrict independent expenditures for political campaigns by
corporations has led to a flood of Dark Money. Much of that Dark
Money is aimed at putting you out of business.



Just look at the venomous accusations leveled at us by
Accountable Tech, one of the more virulent anti-advertising groups
trying to shut down the ad-supported internet.

They say digital advertising has a “toxic business model” that exists
to “exploit users and business” at “tremendous societal cost”.

Accountable Tech is no organic grassroots effort, led by concerned
citizens. 

It’s an arm of a for-profit multi-billion-dollar Washington lobbying
group named Arabella Advisors —a group The Atlantic calls “the
mothership” of Progressive Dark Money. 

What is Dark Money? It’s political campaign money whose sources
are not disclosed. A commercial slamming our industry might be
publicly reported to the Federal Election Commission but not the
identities of the people who paid for it. (pause and play video)

Dark Money — funded by extremists on the left and right — are
attacking our industry on both sides. 

They don’t care that digital advertising enables the World Wildlife
Fund to sell environmental protection and enables the United Negro
College Fund to attract contributions that support HBCUs. 

They don’t care that digital advertising enabled the entrepreneurial
founders at Brooklinen and Blue Apron and thousands of others to
build successful businesses. 

Making advertising the enemy isn’t good for advertisers, it isn’t
good for consumers, and it isn’t good for the economy either. 

What we need is a smart, coherent and responsible national
policy on data use. 

https://www.theatlantic.com/politics/archive/2021/11/arabella-advisors-money-democrats/620553/


Are there good reasons to worry about the deep divisions in
American culture? Of course, there are. But the critiques that
political extremists have arrived at are absurd. 

How absurd? Listen to the words of Harvard sociologist Shoshana
Zuboff, who invented the inflammatory term “Surveillance
Capitalism.” Zuboff writes that digital advertising “violates the inner
sanctum as machines and their algorithms decide the meaning of
my breath and my eyes, my jaw muscles, the hitch in my voice, and
the exclamation points that I offered in innocence and hope (....) It
is no longer enough to automate information flows about us. The
goal now is to automate us.”

It’s time to call out this dystopian nonsense for what it is: insane. 

As David Ogilvy put it almost a half century ago "The customer is
not a moron. She's your wife. Or your husband.”

They know advertising pays for their free email, and free access to
news and entertainment. 93% of internet users globally have
bought products online. 

In Deloitte’s 2022 Digital media trends survey, Two-thirds of
respondents said they’re comfortable watching ads to eliminate or
reduce subscription costs—and that, given a choice, they prefer
ad-supported options for watching streaming video services. 

Washington should not take this choice away from consumers who
clearly want it.

IAB is spending significant time and effort in Washington, led by
Lartease Tiffith and his Public Policy Team and Michael Hahn and
his Legal Team. Please stand up so the whole room can see you.
Everybody, these are the people on the front lines who are hard at

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Shoshana_Zuboff
https://www2.deloitte.com/us/en/insights/industry/technology/ad-supported-consumer-streaming-services.html


work defusing the torrent of negativity from Washington and are
pushing for serious, common-sense legislation.  

No organization has done more to protect real consumer privacy in
digital advertising environments than the IAB and the IAB Tech Lab.
Starting with DAA, created over a decade ago to prove that the
industry was capable of self-regulation to Privacy for America which
brought together all of the major trade associations to the same
policy table, no organization has done more to protect real
consumer privacy. 

Our latest joint initiative, IAB Privacy’s Multi-State Privacy
Agreement (MSPA), provides an updated contractual framework to
ensure privacy compliance across new state privacy laws – as five
new state laws take effect in 2023 in California and Virginia first,
then Colorado, Connecticut, and Utah. It works in conjunction with
IAB Tech Lab’s Global Privacy Platform (GPP). GPP enables
industry participants to effectively communicate through the digital
supply chain the consumer's privacy choices made under
applicable laws.

This is the really, really hard stuff that can’t get done unless we do
it. Only IAB has the size, scale, expertise, and scope of solutions to
tackle it. 

The problem is, it’s too loud outside this room.

Radicals on the left and right  — abetted by giants like Apple and
others with a vested interest in controlling the market — are
out-spending and out-communicating us.
 
There's only one solution.

We have to tell the story of the good we have created for everyone
everywhere - and we have to do everything in our power to make
sure that message is seen and heard.  It’s really up to us.  



IAB has an initiative to tell that story, and it’s called Internet for
Growth. It highlights the transformative role the
advertising-supported internet plays in empowering America's small
businesses, and helping entrepreneurs bring their ideas to life.

As always, the entrepreneurs pouring their energies into building
successful businesses say it best.  We will hear from a few of them
that are with us at ALM during breakouts later today.

To underscore my point, the internet economy grew seven times
faster than the total U.S. economy and created over 7 million jobs
in the last four years. 

It is the engine of America’s future, and the open ad-supported
Internet is the fuel that makes it run.

We have to take on The Extremists if we want to survive.

But there are also “enemies within”, and that starts with Apple. 

After years of failing to build a significant market for ads in Apple
Music, in Apple TV, and on the iPhone, Apple has decided the next
best thing is to stop anyone else from making money in advertising.
That’s why they are the Poison Apple.

Apple’s App Tracking Transparency vaporized an estimated $9.85
billion of revenues for Facebook, Twitter, YouTube, and Snap,
according to The Financial Times. 

What’s more, IAB estimates that Apple single-handedly wiped out
another $6.5 billion in revenues for publishers on the open web. 
Apple has dealt a cruel blow to the millions of companies created
off the backbone of the open internet, including thousands of small
businesses and millions of income-earning creators. 

https://www.ft.com/content/4c19e387-ee1a-41d8-8dd2-bc6c302ee58e


Apple is anti-advertising in public, with sales of iPhones stagnating,
privately Apple is pitching ads to everybody on Madison Avenue. 

Apple’s aims to let them expand their advertising business while
rewriting the rule book so the rest of the industry can’t compete. 

Apple will try to smother the advertising industry just like they did to
the recorded music industry. We can’t sit back and watch that
happen. 

Early in my tenure at IAB working alongside ANA, 4A’s and others
the industry brought Apple to the table to discuss ATT before it was
rolled out.   They walked away early in the process and haven’t
been back to our table since.  A big tent necessitates all players
coming together, hearing each other's perspectives and working
collaboratively.  The invitation to collaborate with the industry still
stands, Apple.

The final big takeaway is about digital as the great equalizer,
the great democratizer which is leading to a Creative
Destruction. 

Last July, Axios proclaimed “the end of the social networking era”.
Clickbait? Maybe. But there’s no doubt that social networks are
morphing into something more like a new kind of TV, with new kinds
of stars…

The Creator Economy is challenging the nearly 100-year old
hegemony of the Hollywood Economy.

The Hollywood Economy is what we call the ecosystem of large
studios, large television networks, the largest brands that have
dominated their advertising for 70 years, the large agencies that
work for those brands, and the large craft unions that help create

https://www.nytimes.com/2022/09/06/technology/apple-ads.html
https://www.axios.com/2022/07/25/sunset-social-network-facebook-tiktok


their entertainment. The 200 largest U..S. brands have accounted
for 86% of network television advertising, according to analyst Brian
Weiser.

The Creator Economy is the alternate universe of stars that are
born and thrive on YouTube and Tik Tok, Snapchat, Instagram and
the Open Web. 

The Creator Economy democratizes access for individuals.  And
small brands — brands that couldn't afford network television —
can now compete with big brands on new turf, under new terms. 

The undeniable power of the Creator Economy means the
Hollywood Economy will have to adapt - and as Darwin taught us,
adaptation is central to the survival of the species.

The Creator Economy has proven — among other things – that the
limited formats and mass-market orientation of the Hollywood
Economy seems increasingly dated in a world of infinite
segmentation. 

So how should everyone adapt?

First, both The Hollywood Economy and The Creator Economy
need to get measurement right. That will probably include a focus
on attention, as well as a focus on outcomes. We are pushing
forward on this front, and in fact on Tuesday will convene a
Measurement Leadership Summit to focus on understanding the
“attention opportunity”.

Second, you’ve got to be open to new kinds of talent. In The
Hollywood Economy, Charli D'Amelio would be just one more kid in
a casting studio full of hundreds just like her. In The Creator
Economy, she’s a Forbes’ Top 50 Creator. Her family now owns a
consumer product company (D’Amelio Brands) valued at $100



million as a pre-revenue, pre-employee and pre-product company,
not to mention a $25 million venture capital fund to back nascent
companies in everything from insurtech to consumer brands.

You’ve got to be more open to diversity, equity, and inclusion.
Black-owned business CurlMix expects their company to reach $40
million in revenue by 2024. As co-founder Kim Lewis puts it, “A
moment in history that was pivotal for black entrepreneurs? Now.
There’s never been an easier time for you to start a business. The
internet is the great equalizer.”

IAB's “Big Tent” includes the Hollywood Economy and the Creator
Economy, so let me talk to both groups. All of this is just the
impetus for innovation the century-old Hollywood Economy needs. 
But if you’re in the Creator Economy, there will be times when you
have to work symbiotically, and IAB is the place to do that. 

(pause)

It’s dangerous to be an incrementalist in this age of extremism.
Extremists are trying to set the agenda. We must decide what we
want this industry to be, lest it become decided for us.

An IAB colleague made the analogy that joining IAB is a lot like
joining a gym. It’s a great first step, but what makes the difference
is how often you show up and how hard you work.  What you put in
is what you get out.  It’s time for us all to rally together – join hands
and work collaboratively.

So in the immortal words of James Brown, I will close by urging you
to “get up, get into it, and get involved.”  (pause) This is not a
spectator sport and we need your voice, your passion, your
support, your grit and your determination.  We are still building on
what we started nearly 30 years ago with that first ad on
Hotwired.com

https://subta.com/curlmix-declines-400000-shark-tank-offer-raises-more-than-5m-two-years-later/
https://subta.com/curlmix-declines-400000-shark-tank-offer-raises-more-than-5m-two-years-later/
https://www.forbes.com/sites/ruthumoh/2020/02/03/celebrating-black-history-month-2020/?sh=35d2c082b450


I’m incredibly excited about the road ahead.  You should be too. 
We are at the right place at the right time.

It starts here.


